Work hard, you can achieve anything that you aspire in your life

I am Binu Khadka. I am from Chyangsar-ward no 8, Solukhmbhu. I am 14 years old. I study in grade 9
at Baleshwor Secondary School, Merangding-ward no.8, Solukhumbhu. We are four siblings together.
I am the eldest one. I have two younger sisters and one younger brother. My mother name is Pramila
Khadka. She is a home maker, she is also the shareholder of
the cooperative. My Father’s name is Santosh Khadka, he
works in Dubai. My hobbies includes shopping, travelling
and cooking. I have been to few renowned places of Nepal
with my family as well as from school as well as a part of
excursion visit. They are Janakpur(famous for Janaki
temple), Okhaldhunga, Kathmandu, chitwan( Chitwan
Natinal Park) and Hetauda. Regarding my Favourite color, I
like pink colour the most. When talking about my favourite
food. I like Biryani, Chicken roast and burger the most. I am
a very foodie person.I like reading too. Whenever I come to attend English class during Saturday, I
always read anyone of the books from the cupboard. In addition to that, of all the subjects, I like
mathematics the most.
I am the chairperson of Sagarmatha Milijuli Sana Kishan Mahila Krishi Sahakari Sanstha Child Club. This
is a part of scholarship program supported from Root for Life. This Child club was established in the
year 2018. I would like to share a few changes in me after I have been working as a chairperson in the
child club. Before, I used to have less friends. I used to hardly involve in group study with my friends.
I used to not take part in school activities like dancing, writing and conducting the programs. But now,
after engaging in child club and English class, I involve in
group study, we share the story books that we have read in a
group. I have been doing MC in school as well as in the
cooperative during programs such as children’s day
celebration, during Carola’s visit to Solukhumbhu. I can do
MC in English as well. My role has helped me to build
leadership. I even like dancing with my friends. I even take
part in essay writing competition in school. I want to become
a doctor in future.
We all the children are very happy to be a part of child club. We have received many energising
activities like drawing and colouring and games. We are also supported things that are useful to us
like, school bags, dress, story books, and eatables with the help from Root for Life and Kusang Tamang.
I am very thankful for all the opportunities and support from Carola. At last, I look forward for more
team mobilization within child club, time management between the members in any activities and
parents concern towards their children activities is also equally important. We can conduct parenting
skills session for parents as well. For this, I look forward to support from you all. At last I want to say
“Work hard, you can achieve anything that you aspire in your life”.

